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Anna put on an apron—just like mother—and helped to set out the ingredients: flour, 

sugar, shortening, salt and milk. Anna knew where to find them all. Mother began to measure 

them out into a large bowl. 

“Anna, did you wash your hands?” 

She nodded. 

“Then let’s mix it all together.” 

With a sturdy wooden spoon, Anna began to stir all the things in the bowl. She watched 

the ingredients disappear into one another and become one big lump of dough. It was hard to 

imagine that such a heavy mixture would ever become bread. It was hard work to stir as well! 

“Now we must add a small—but very important—ingredient. Here is some warm water. 

And here—is some yeast. The yeast needs to be mixed into the water.” 

Anna stirred in the yeast. She could smell its distinctive fragrance. 

“Did you know the Bible talks about yeast? It’s called ‘leaven’ in the Bible. ‘A little 

leaven leaveneth the whole lump.’ Jesus said the doctrine of the Pharisees was like leaven.” 

Mother showed Anna how to knead the dough and the warm yeast mixture together. But 

it still didn’t seem anything like light, fluffy bread. 

“Now let’s leave the dough in the bowl and cover it with a towel. We’ll see what kind of 

work the yeast will do.” 

Anna helped her mother wash the measuring cups and spoons. Then they waited. 

And waited. 

“Anna, I think you can peek in the bowl now. What do you see?” 

Anna carefully lifted the cloth. The dough was twice as big as it was before! She could 

hardly believe it was the same lump. 

“It’s amazing what yeast will do, isn’t it? It affected the whole lump. False doctrine is like 

that, too. The truth we believe all fits together, so when a little lie is allowed to come in, it 

doesn’t change one part here or one part there—it changes the whole lump. It can change 

everything we believe. No wonder we must beware.” 

Mother punched down the dough and folded it into a small ball again. 

“We need to punch it down so that extra air bubbles can get out and the bread won’t be 

full of big hollow holes.” 

Anna helped roll and shape the punched-down dough into two loaves and placed them 

into bread pans. Then they waited again. And the yeast did its work again. The risen loaves were 

finally ready to bake. 

Anna watched the loaves turn golden brown in the oven. Soon the bread was able to be 

sliced and buttered and eaten. It was delicious. 

“You did a good job, Anna. This is a good batch of bread.” 

Anna smiled. She had learned to make bread just like mother. 

 

“Then Jesus said to them, Take heed and beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and of the 

Sadducees. And they reasoned among themselves, saying, It is because we have taken no bread. 

Which when Jesus perceived; he said unto them, O ye of little faith, why reason ye among 



yourselves…? Then understood they how that he bade them not beware of the leaven of bread, 

but of the doctrine of the Pharisees and of the Sadducees” (Matthew 16:6-12). 
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